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HIGH FREQUENCY 

AND 

HIGH SPEED 

PACKAGING 

Ultra low loss from DC to 

60GHz 

High thermal conductivity 

copper composite base 

Supplied with cup-shaped 

lid with epoxy preform 

VSAT, PTP radios, PTMP 

radios 

Wire or ribbon bonded 

directly to board 
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SESO Series 

ULTRA LOW LOSS BROADBAND PACKAGES 

The StratEdge SE50 Series are DC to 60 

GHz off-the-shelf packages with ultra low 

electrical Joss. StratEdge's SE50 farnily is 

the original drop-in package design for these 

frequencies. With a thermally conductive 

copper composite base and its revolutionary 

patented rnicrostrip-imbedded rnicrostrip

microstrip transition design, the SE50 pack

age provides superior electrical performance 

even in thermally stressful environments. 

SE50 packages are mounted into cutouts in 

the board and connected with ribbon bonds to 

achieve the ultra low Joss connections. A 

plastic cup-shaped !id is used to seal the 

package with a b-stage epoxy preform. 

Because of their broadband perform

ance, extremely low electrical Joss, and abil

ity to handle wide temperature variations, 

these versatile packages are used in a variety 

of applications. 

PN Length Width 

580383 .390" .330" 

580384 .300" .300" 

580427 .343" .354" 

580455 .238" .232" 

580458 .450" .450" 

580459 .371" .314" 

Cavity 

Length 

.200" 

.100" 

.164" 

.098" 

.250" 

.214" 

SE50 packages are used in point-to-point and 

point-to-multipoint radio applications where 

the packages must protect the broadband, 

high power amplifiers. Their ability to main

tain signal integrity makes them ideal for low 

noise amplifiers (LNAs,) phase shifters, and 

switches. The SES0's popularity continues to 

grow with the re-emergence of OC-768 high 

speed digital systems. lt's impossible to find 

a lower cost, lower Joss package. 

StratEdge SE50 Package Single Transition 
DB[S2l] 

580383 w1th one ribbon bond and a O. 190" 50 ohm line 
DB[S 111 
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Frequency [GHz] 

Cavity Lid PN 1/0's 

Width 

.140" 200121 6RF 

.100" 200110 2RF, 8DC 

.180" 200090 2RF, 6DC 

.099" 200117 5RF, 8DC 

.250" 200118 10RF 

.162" 200119 2RF, 2DC 

0ther custom configurations available upon request. Please consult factory. 
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